★

2019 June SHAPE Mount Shasta Retreat Intensive ★
Friday, June 28 - Sunday, June 30
✧

Your Psychic Metamorphosis:
Deprogramming Your Body of Karma
&
Building a Sanctuary for Your Soul
+ PLUS +
Our Pre-Retreat TeleSeminar Special
Thursday, June 20 / 6 PM - 8 PM (PT)

Your Life Cordially Requests Your Presence:
Your Ownership of Being in this World
&
Our Post-Retreat TeleSeminar Special
Friday, July 5 / 6 PM - 8 PM (PT)

Maintaining Your Body
As a Temple for Your Soul
✧
Dear SHAPE Community & Graduates of Clairvoyant Programs, AHA! & Our Psychic
Tools & Life Mastery Practices Course,
What a year it’s been already! And, we’re reaching our cruising altitude. Of course, we
may keep going ever-higher, in which case, we’ll jettison ourselves out of the earth’s
atmosphere and into outer space! Yay! Hahahaha….. Far-Out, Man! On the other hand,
many of you may have already experienced being far-out quite a number of times in your
life and are diligently working to find your way back into orbit, here, in your body, on
earth. What a novel idea for waking up, finishing out your karma, fulfilling your dharma,
and getting on with eternal life! Hahaha….

Since your initiation of transfiguration in the March Intensive, I’m sure that you’ve noticed
areas of your consciousness opening up that you may not have been aware of before.
Space, the final frontier…..But wait! There’s even more space. Hmmm….yep, that tends to
happen when you’re waking up to limitlessness and eternal life. Yet, with new space and
new awareness, come opportunities for new expressions of your creativity. If you don’t
utilize your newfound space and awareness and energy for your purposes, then, most
likely something or someone will. Ah, but isn’t that how you ended up with taking on
trying to solve so many others’ problems or working on manifesting others’ mock-ups for
them for so long? Hahahaha…..yes, and you’re done with that, right?
Your Psychic Metamorphosis is about your ever-changing form of creative expression,
isn’t it? And form follows the kind of space you create and have for yourself. If you neglect
yourself, you’ll end up looking and acting like a slob. If you lovingly take care of who you
truly are, then, you’ll end up acting and looking beautifully bright. It’s a bit like making
Jell-O, isn’t it? Liquid Jell-O is just….Jell-O that’s in liquid form. What kind of mold that
you pour that liquid into determines what it’s going to look like when it’s set. (What color
Jell-O are you today?)
Your body, whether it’s on the physical level that most people call the “human body” or
on the astral level that you call your “astral body”, your body is the form in and through
which you express yourself as spirit. You express yourself creatively in and through your
astral body on the astral and in and through your etheric body in the etheric of this world.
One of the big shifts that comes about through the initiation of transfiguration is that of
shifting which body - or space of consciousness - you are primarily living in. Since most of
you had already gone through, as souls, the initiation of transfiguration in a previous
lifetime, this initiation during the March weekend intensive was to help you complete it
more, so that you can more fully establish your center of being in the cosmic, while still
living on earth. You’ve started working on this, when you started your practice of daily
bringing your awareness to your sixth chakra, reading many people, and consistently
looking at everything in life as energy. Some of you are well on your way to establishing
your life in that level of consciousness, whereas others of you are working at “spending”
more “time” in that space by setting up more of your reading practice (regardless of
whether you do so freely or as a part of your professional practice). Notice how often you
still look at “giving a reading” as a separate activity in your day from, say, answering
emails, washing dishes, or posting on Facebook. In that case, you are having to switch
your center of awareness to the higher band that you need to “be clairvoyant” in the sixth

chakra from whatever lower band of consciousness and chakra that you spend the better
part of your day in, when you’re doing other things.
Living your life from the clairvoyant consciousness is the pathway to cosmic
consciousness. When you are established in that consciousness space in your sixth
chakra, then, the difference between when you are driving a car or giving a reading is not
in which center of your consciousness you are living in, but whether you are in an
expanded “trance” state or in your daily “normal” state. The trance state of expanded
consciousness is what you are in, when you are giving a full, in-trance reading
clairvoyantly. The “normal” everyday life state in the clairvoyant consciousness is what
you attain as you practice being the “reading control” or “teaching control” and looking at
everything clairvoyantly as you go about your day. In that state, you are still being
clairvoyant, established in the sixth chakra consciousness, while you are doing everyday
tasks required for living in this world. Of course, how and what you see from those two
different states are quite different, but nonetheless, still clairvoyant and from the sixth
chakra. When you are established in your sixth chakra consciousness, it means you don’t
lose your awareness of life and spirit and beingness, just because you have to deal with
taxes, bill paying, or other worldly situation.
In our upcoming June SHAPE Retreat, we’ll explore two main areas of Your Psychic
Metamorphosis. First, you’ll look more deeply at what all makes up your body of karma
and the various aspects of deprogramming or deconstructing that form. Then, you’ll tap
into your inner spirit creativity to build more of a true sanctuary for who you are as spirit.
In this way, you’ll be taking another huge step toward transmuting your body of karma
into a body of light and wisdom. As you make a new space for the creative expression for
who you are as spirit, you transform your body and the way you live.
We’ll address your current havingness and ownership of who you are in this world in our
Pre-Retreat TeleSeminar to set-up a strong foundation for what you’ll be learning and
working on in the retreat intensive. Then, we’ll follow-up the retreat with our Post-Retreat
TeleSeminar to help you continue your maintenance of your new body as a temple for
you as the soul. Make sure to polish-up your havingness for miracles!
Looking forward to seeing you all there! May the light of illumination awaken you further.
With gratitude, love, and celebration of life,
Michael

